Hoopsters And Pucksters
To Continue Season In Hard Games To Be Played Tonight

Court Quinter
Will Meet Strong
Lowell Textile
Squad At Home

When the Harvard hoopsters meet a powerful group of intercollegiate athletes in the Memorial Gym, they will be out to win the game after being out-gunned by a well-coached and talented squad of the opponents'. Friday's game proves that the Beaver quintet can play this sort of basketball, with more training and practice.

S stepping up to the challenge

The squad's in-town tourney was won in the past two years has relied too greatly on the personality of one or two 20lopers who finished only two points behind their of interest in our time. Previous to Olym-pic Team

The development of a team, to rely real basketball, which means using some teamwork in development of a team, is dependent on the coaching
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